Abstract-Wireless sensor networks with multiple users extracting data directly from nearby sensors have many potential applications. An important problem in such a network is how to allocate the multi-hop query range for each user such that a certain global optimality is achieved. We introduce this problem and show it is NP-complete in its generic form. Distributed heuristic is proposed and evaluated with simulations. Interesting behaviors of the network when optimized with different global objectives are observed from the simulation results.
I. INTRODUCTION
W IRELESS Sensor Network (WSN) is believed to be helpful during emergency situation [1] . A typical example for WSN emergency application considers a WSN deployed in a fire site where some firemen are in operation, each fireman being equipped with a device which is able to gather crucial information from the WSN, e.g. explosives nearby or surviver found. Firemen send requests to and collect data from the sensors around them by multi-hop wireless communication. Since firemen are generally more interested in what happens nearby, it is beneficial to interact directly with sensors around them, instead of via an infrastructure. Sensors spend their bandwidth for queries, either for sending their own data or for forwarding data from other sensors. Many works have dealt with such a context, for instance routing mechanisms supporting efficient data collection to multiple users [2] .
On one hand, it is more important for each fireman to know what is happening around himself rather than to have a global knowledge, while on the other hand, each fireman would prefer to enlarge his local view thus to increase his personal awareness. Obviously, if a sensor is queried by many users, it may experience congestion. Packets dropped due to congestion not only waste energy but also generate blind spots in the queried area of related firemen. Thus, a natural requirement is that each user sets a proper query range to both avoid congestion and achieve a global optimality at the same time. We introduce here this query range problem with two commonly considered optimization objectives: fairness and maximization.
A basic requirement of the query range problem is congestion control which has been studied in WSN in recent years. Most proposed solutions have focused on the transport layer [3] , and dealt with providing fairness for sources (sensors) i.e. allocating for each sensor a fair amount of bandwidth [4] . In contrast, we investigate both maximality and fairness objectives in favor of users, i.e. allocating for each user a proper query range to achieve global optimality. We emphasize that it is not necessary to cover every sensor with at least one query, instead, data from sensors within a reasonable query range should not be dropped due to congestion. As a consequence, some sensors far from any fireman do not have to generate data. The idea behind this is obvious: only when a fireman is near to a certain position, the data from this position is meaningful, under the considered application scenario. Similar query range problem has been studied in our previous works [5] with continuous query radius and in [6] with hop-based queries in a ZigBee tree based WSN. Note that the continuous version of this problem is considerably easier than the hop-based version. Besides, special properties of ZigBee tree structure has been exploited to estimate traffic in [6] . While in this paper, we investigate hop-based query range problem in a generic network where there is no obvious way to estimate traffic other than measuring it. We also prove NP-completeness of the query range problem and highlight the impact of different optimization objectives on the network. We confine our study with the following assumptions: (i) Each fireman tends to set its query range as large as possible. The query range is measured by hop numbers such that a k hop query range will cover all k hop neighbors of the user.
(ii) Shortest path routing is assumed and users do not forward data for sensors. (iii) The requested data reporting rate should at least be equal to a predefined threshold in order to detect certain real time events and no in-network data aggregation or compression is employed.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We formulate the query range problem in Section II, prove its NPcompleteness in Section III. Then a distributed heuristic is proposed in Section IV. Simulation results are presented in Section V and we conclude the paper in Section VI.
II. MODEL AND PROBLEM FORMULATION
We consider a set V of n sensors and a set M of m users. The communication graph is defined as G = (V ∪ M, E) with V ∪ M the node set and E the link set. There is a link between two nodes of V ∪ M if they are within the wireless transmission range of each other. The available bandwidth r i of a sensor is assumed to be the highest achievable shared bandwidth seen by the application. Accordingly, the congestion state is identified when data transmission and reception rate sum up to more than available bandwidth.
A query is initiated by a user p and sent to all sensors within u(p) hops around p. u(p) will also be referred to as the query 1089-7798/09$25.00 c 2009 IEEE range of user p. Queried sensors will generate data at a certain constant rate in response to the query of p. A configuration is the query ranges chosen by all users, noted as C = {u(p) : ∀p ∈ M}. A configuration is feasible when the bandwidth expenditure on each sensor is less than its available bandwidth. Our goal is to determine the set of feasible configurations which optimize a given global objective.
This problem can be formulated into a well-known Multidimension Multi-choice Knapsack Problem (MMKP) with generalized optimization objectives in the following way. Let each possible query range of user p correspond to an item to be selected and the value of the items is the query range, then we have
Since each user sets its query range to a particular value at a certain time, the items could be seen as grouped into m classes each corresponding to a certain user. A binary variable x pu is then associated with user p where x pu = 1 indicates that query range u is selected and x pu = 0 otherwise,
The bandwidth consumption of a sensor i by a query of user p when p takes each of its possible query range level will be referred to as a vector {r ip1 , r ip2 , . . . , r ipdG } and is mapped to the ith dimension of weight of items in class p. Finally, each sensor forms a constraint dimension with its available bandwidth r i .
The general MMKP is formulated as follows:
Achieve: General Objective
Subject to:
The general objective could be either maximizing the total query range of users p∈M u(p) (MNU), or give each user a lexicographical max-min fair (MMF) query range. For a complete definition of MMKP and MMF, see [7] and [8] .
In the following, we refer to the problems formulated above as MMKP-MNU and MMKP-MMF. Both problems are intuitively hard to solve as they are related with MMKP. Actually, it is well known that the traditional MMKP and MMF problems are NP-complete. But it is not sufficient to prove the NP-hardness of MMKP-MNU and MMKP-MMF, because the traffic pattern imposed by the queries brings strong correlation between weights and profits and between weights across multiple dimensions. Therefore, both problems are strict sub-cases of MMKP. As a result, a formal proof is necessary.
III. NP-COMPLETENESS OF MMKP-MNU
We prove the corresponding decision problem of MMKP-MNU to be NP-complete. For the MMKP-MMF problem, a similar result can be obtained by techniques used in [9] . 
Decision Problem of MMKP-MNU
e. the sum of radius is at least K, (ii) for every v ∈ V we have that the number of data forwarding path which go through the node v is lower or equal to the weights of this node, i.e.
|{(x, m) ∈ V ×M : d(x, m) ≤ r(m) and v ∈ p(x, m)}| ≤ w(v). Theorem 1: MMKP-MNU is NP-Complete.
Proof: We reduce MMKP-MNU to independent set problem [10] . Given a graph G = (V, E) and a positive integer K ≤ |V |, let M = V , V = E ∪{α} and let G = (V ∪M, E ) where E = {{x, e} : x ∈ V, e ∈ E : x ∈ e} ∪ {{e, α} : e ∈ E}. G is the incidence graph of G which we add a vertex α connected to every edge of G. Notice that we have E ∩ (M × M) = ∅. We define the weight capacity w as w(v) = 1 for every v ∈ V. For any edge e ∈ E and for any vertex u ∈ V , we define the path p(e, u) = [e, u] if u ∈ e, otherwise we take any shortest path from e to u in G [V ∪{u}] as p (e, u) . Note that we have α ∈ p(e, u) if and only if u / ∈ e. Now, for any x ∈ V , we take an arbitrary e ∈ E such that x ∈ e and we define p(α, x) as [α, e, x]. By construction, and as G has no isolated vertex, for any vertex v ∈ V we have d(α, x) = 2 and, for any edge e ∈ E and for any vertex v ∈ V , it holds d(e, v) = 1 if and only if x ∈ e. We claim that G has an independent set of size at least K if and only if there exists a radius function r : M → N which fulfills the conditions (i) and (ii).
As a consequence of Theorem 1, no optimal query configuration can be obtained in large-scale dynamic networks within reasonable time limit. Possible countermeasures are either to use an inexact algorithm or to design a specific network structure on top of which the problem becomes solvable in polynomial time. We investigate the former approach and propose a distributed heuristic in this paper.
IV. DISTRIBUTED HEURISTIC
We outline the basic idea of the distributed heuristic. Each sensor monitors the traffic it is handling and decides if a congestion will appear. If sensor i identifies a potential congestion state, it solves a local MMKP based on: (1) traffic measurement corresponding to each user whose query covers i; (2) bandwidth limitation of i; (3) the optimization objective, either MNU or MMF. Obviously, this local MMKP has only one dimension (which is the bandwidth of i) and very few number of classes (which are the users querying i). So an approximate solution can be quickly obtained by a sensor. Then the results are sent to the users and the users apply certain strategy to adapt their query range. A simple strategy could be to use suggested range only when it is smaller than its current query range, and try to increase periodically. Many existing algorithms could be employed in solving the local MMKP with MNU, but considering the computation capability of the sensor nodes, simple inexact algorithms are preferred. Based on the same understanding, a greedy algorithm could be used for MMKP with MMF, i.e. increase query range for all related users by one level each round and stop when bandwidth limitation is reached.
V. SIMULATION EVALUATION We implemented and evaluated the heuristic in ns2. Local MMKP with MNU is solved with GLPK [11] solver and the MMF version is solved with the greedy algorithm mentioned above. Note that it is obviously infeasible to use GLPK on a real sensor node, we use it in simulations only for convenience.
Simulations are carried out in a network with 1000 sensors and 10, 20, 50 and 90 users. Both sensors and users are uniformly deployed in a 800m×800m square and the transmission range of each node is set to 30m. Shortest paths to users are setup at the same time when the queries are disseminated. The distributed heuristic is first evaluated against a branchand-bound exact algorithm. The effectiveness of the heuristic could be verified from Table I where heuristic solution, exact solution and linear programming upper bound are presented.
Next we investigate how users are distributed in the query range domain. As shown in Fig. 1 , the height of the bar in the figure represents the ratio of users that have the corresponding query range. As expected, MMF results in a more concentrate distribution while MNU let more users enjoy a maximal query range. More interestingly, as the number of users grows, the distribution tends to concentrate first instead of shifting leftwards and this holds for both MNU and MMF although it is more obvious for the latter. This phenomenon implies that the network under local query model tries to allocate medium query range for users when the number of users grows.
The distribution of sensors according to the number of users querying them are demonstrated in Fig. 2 . We can observe that the distribution is more concentrate for MNU than for MMF, which is indicated by higher and narrower curves. When MMF is applied in favor of users, it gives fairness to each user but results in unfair query coverage on the sensors. In contrast, MNU optimization gives maximum overall query range at the cost that users are served unfairly, but the resulted configuration covers the sensors more evenly. Note that all sensors are not covered e.g. over 20% of sensors have no query in 10-user case. Fig. 2 mainly reveals that query range problem have unique characteristics other than commonly studied full coverage or k-connectivity problems.
VI. CONCLUSION
We have introduced the query range problem which deals with the cooperation of users and sensors when setting their query ranges in order to optimize certain global objective and to avoid congesting the sensors. This problem reveals, in its theoretical aspect, that heuristic algorithms exploiting special underlying network structure would be of interest due to the NP-completeness of the problem; while in its practical aspect, that optimization in favor of users in WSN has great importance when multiple users present in the network as in the fireman scenario that has motivated this study. 
